Improving the Courses of Educational Programs on Information Security Smart Grid
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Abstract. Global trends directly or indirectly affect the directions of development of the electric power industry in Russia, including the power grid complex. Therefore, it is necessary not only to monitor these trends, but also to strive to respond to them in a timely manner. Smart Grids (SGs) represent a new concept in the development of electric power infrastructure in a digital economy. The widespread use of digital technology is a key factor in providing customers with intelligent electricity services. Existing courses, educational programs in such a situation do not always meet the requirements of the new concept and do not allow the formation of the necessary new competencies. This article provides recommendations for improving educational activities based on the risk analysis of the electricity company and compiling a competency map for an educational program for training personnel in the field of security risk management for SG, methodological approaches to teaching courses are discussed.
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1 Problem statement and its relationship with the most important scientific and practical objectives

Specialists who wish to improve their qualifications and professional level and study, within the framework of certified training courses, information security (IS) problems in the field of innovative electric power, should become owners of professional competencies and the ability to master working methods related to basic principles, conceptual approaches and information technologies used in multilevel information protection.
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in organizations. These competencies should correspond to the types of professional activities that the certified courses program is oriented to. At the same time, competencies should be consistent with the innovations of an enterprise operating based on the Smart Grid concept. That is, the graduate of the courses must be able and know what the employees of innovative enterprises in this industry know.

In this regard, the problem arises of determining the goals of improving the professional level of students, selecting the content of teaching materials of the educational process, assessing educational results and matching competencies with the modern level of activity of enterprises and organizations in the field of information security in the electric power industry based on the Smart Grid concept.

The aim of the article is to improve the courses of educational programs in information security based on ensuring the completeness and complexity of the competencies of graduates in the field of IS Smart Grid management.

2 Competent approach to training specialists in the field of information security management

First, the research is related to competences and competence-based approach. The concept of a “skills-based approach” (or “competency-based approach”) has become widespread in connection with the solution of problems of improving the education of Russia, as well as the transition to the implementation of federal educational standards of higher education. Curriculum on a skills-based approach can be considered as a set of principles, goals of education, selection of the content of education, organization of the educational process and assessment of educational results. The professional competence of an individual can be considered as the goal and result of education.

In this regard, the implementation of the skills-based approach to training specialists in the field of information security management and the study of trends in this area will allow domestic information security specialists to increase their competitiveness in the international markets of information goods and services.

The international vector of development of education in the field of information security management, which is based on the following courses, is of particular interest:

- CISSP (Certified Information Systems Professional);
- CSSLP (Certified Secure Software Lifecycle Professional);
- CISM (Certified Information Security Manager);
- CISA (Certified Information Systems Auditor).

The training materials for these courses have been tested at Bauman Moscow State Technical University, at Financial University under the Government of the Russian Federation when conducting appropriate certification courses for information security specialists [4].

A graduate of the courses should have professional competences: to know the basic methods of information security management, be able to improve methods of information security, have the skills to assess the effectiveness of information security in
organizations. At the same time, the following seven main sections can be distinguished in certified courses [4, 5, 6, 9, 12]:

1. IS management;
2. secure access;
3. network security;
4. cryptographic information security;
5. development of safe programs;
6. modeling and conformity assessment;
7. business continuity and recovery.

In Smart Grid information systems, which are an innovative field, this knowledge and skills, together with their ability to adequately and successfully apply them, can be formed only directly when solving the corresponding problems in the framework of practical activities. They cannot be fully acquired in the course of obtaining education, since in educational institutions there are practically no tasks from the real practice of managing information security of modern companies, including Smart Grid. It should be noted that the threat and risk are determined not abstractly, but relatively specifically protected resources [4, p. 9]. However, this paradox is partially solved by the creation of pilot laboratories, the development of cases, the widespread use of simulation of the main and supporting and auxiliary business processes.

The focus of production of something new in the electric power industry is shifting in modern conditions to the creation of innovative smart grids. The introduction of the Smart Grid concept provides for the development of smart grid technology and means a fundamental reorganization of the electric energy services market [2, 10]. Federal Grid Company of Unified Energy System (FGC UES, PJSC) is one of the largest enterprises in the electric power industry, rendering services in the transmission and distribution of electric energy, in connection to electric networks and in the collection, transmission and processing of technological information, including measurement and accounting data. PJSC FGC UES provides half of the total energy consumption in Russia at the expense of electricity transmitted through its networks. This company controls 142 thousand km of high-voltage transmission lines and 944 substations with a total capacity of over 345 gigawatts [13].

Electricity company in terms of risk indicators assessment:

— determines for the planned annual period quantitative and qualitative indicators of the propensity to operational risk (OR), including the risk of IS (risk appetites of OR and IS)
— sets target levels of these indicators: signal (acceptable) level and control (limit) level
— performs calculation and justification of signal and control values of risk appetite indicators when approving a risk and capital management strategy.

FGC UES approved a register of key operational risks, assesses their impact on the achievement of target performance indicators of the Company, annually updates the level of materiality and takes measures to manage risks.
The company uses three methods of risk response: risk avoidance; risk acceptance; reduction or transfer of risk (Fig. 1). The choice of a method for responding to risks depends on the significance of the risks.

A network operating on the basis of the Smart Grid concept is able to detect the damaged area itself, de-energize it and automatically power consumers who are briefly left without power. Controllers with freely programmable logic implement algorithms for configuring power supply schemes for various emergencies and provide network automation.

Energy companies are characterized by both general risks and specific ones inherent in one or another type of activity, depending on the scope of their operation. Risks in the information systems of network companies can be identified and increased at any point in the life cycle of these systems, from the decision to create a system (purchase, development of hardware and technical means) and ending with the implementation of the system.
Nonetheless, the methods of creating information systems cannot be separated from the main goals of entrepreneurial activity and cannot be unrelated to environmental influences and limitations [3]. To effectively use information systems, an entrepreneur must understand the socio-economic risks and limitations of technology development, implementation and use of systems (Fig. 2).

Information systems are created to prevent a company's business risk. This risk can be in the form of an increase in the cost of services provided, a decrease in income. Business information systems should reduce risks by increasing the effectiveness of managers' actions, based on mathematical models of risk optimization and cyber risk management methods at various levels: enterprise, regional, federal [8, 10, 11].

Fig. 2. The scheme of the relationship of risks of enterprises of the electric power industry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPACT</th>
<th>IMPACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Territorial risks (features of the socio-economic and political situation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks of the industrial electricity market (reduction in demand for electric energy, changes in electricity prices, changes in prices for energy carriers, services, materials and equipment, growth in non-payments)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and technological risks (unscheduled termination of energy generation, risks associated with the operation of equipment, a one-time sharp decrease in load, the occurrence of accidents due to physical deterioration of fixed assets)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks of programming smart networks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks associated with the use of computer technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks of design decisions in the field of information systems of network companies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Map of competencies of specialists in the field of information security of an intellectual network

The shortage of specialists in the field of information security, who in the digital economy are ready to solve the key tasks of the coming decade, is focused on innovative products and the creation of new markets and the globalization of companies. Systems for training specialists for information security management should begin to train specialists with knowledge and competencies in several subject areas who can work with both internal and external risks, both operational and IT risks (cyber risks) and are able to anticipate future transformations. Changes in the set and nature of competencies are one of the key aspects of the change in the qualification structure of the operational risk management system of an electric utility company and its information security service.

It is possible to identify the relationship between the level of human capital and information security of a high-tech innovative company, which can be expressed in the number of patents obtained, the creation of new competencies, the introduction of new information security practices, etc.

The main subject of the study is the need to analyze exactly what competencies and qualifications are needed to ensure the information security of companies and how this will affect the training system for its personnel. For the world's leading electricity companies, innovation is an important source of income. Estimates show that the transition to an innovative development option based on smart energy will be accompanied by a significant decrease in the commissioning of new power plants and related network facilities for generating capacity. As a result, the reduction in investment is the most significant systemic economic effect. The second largest effect is the reduction in the fuel costs of power plants. New technologies bring energy companies not only new opportunities but also create new threats and risks. Therefore, the introduction of a new system of smart metering devices (Smart Meters), allowing remote transmission of energy consumption data of a client, has opened up many new ways of theft of electricity [7]. In addition to the previously known forms of theft based on various mechanical influences on the meter, smart meter vulnerabilities allow an attacker to compromise real energy consumption data at the software level. Thus, the effect of the introduction of innovation also brings additional annual economic losses to energy companies from theft.

The competency clusters and processes are identified on the basis of the analysis of the interaction scheme of the power company divisions in the operational risk management system and their IS risks (cyber risks), based on expert estimates and taking into account the competence clusters used in the practice of leading companies from the standpoint of information security of the smart energy network [1].

The operational risk management system in an electric power company consists of the following elements:

1. a specialized subdivision of the organization that carries out operational risk management procedures - the operational risk management service (ORMS);
2. a specialized unit of the organization that performs information security risk management procedures (IS service);
3. subdivisions—owners of the organization's business processes and subdivisions that support the organization's business processes (hereinafter referred to as competence centers), use information technologies and carry out risk identification, collection of information and informing about the identified risk, assessment of identified risks inherent in the processes of competence centers (within their competence), development and implementation of measures aimed at reducing the negative impact of operational and information security risks, as well as monitoring the level of operational risk and information security risk in their processes;

4. classifiers used in the operational risk and information security management system;

5. an event database containing information on operational risk and IS risk events and losses from all types of risks;

6. benchmarks of the electric power company and a system of measures aimed at improving the quality of the information security management system and reducing the negative impact of risks;

7. an automated information system, the scope and functionality of which is determined by the nature and scale of the operations and processes of the electric power company.

In Figure 3, which reflects the interaction of company departments in the context of the integration of information security risks, the following conventions are adopted:

1 - the information security service (ISS) ensures the identification of IS incidents (IS risk events) and the identification of sources, threats and vulnerabilities of the threat (attack) implementation, the identification of business processes, systems affected by the incident, makes an immediate response to the incident in accordance with the procedure established by the company and transmits information about the incident to the business unit and to the ORMS;

2 - business units respond to an incident: they suspend business processes, block accounts, etc. and transmit the consequences of the incident to the ORMS;

3 - the operational risk management system determines the extent and degree of impact of the incident (IS risk event) on other risks and business processes, classifies the incident according to the operational risk methodology and reflects it in the event database;

4 - the operational risk management system determines, together with business units and the operational risk management system, incident losses (IS risk events); defines measures to minimize other risks depending on the realized risk of information security;

5 - the business unit provides information on losses in the ISS;

6 - the information security system determines the effectiveness of measures to ensure an immediate response to an incident (IS risk event);

7 - ORMS, structural divisions, and the information security service organize activities aimed at minimizing the consequences of the implementation of IS risk (cyber risk) and other types of risk;

8 - the information security service evaluates the effectiveness of measures to minimize the risk of information security (cybersecurity risk) and the level of residual risk.
Taking into account the considered scheme and the competency approach proposed in [1], we present a map of the competencies of specialists in the field of information security of an intellectual network.

A. Leadership, organizational and managerial competencies of an information security officer.
   A.1. It owns modern models of organization of the company and can independently organize the process of ensuring information security.
   A.2. It can act as a qualified customer of research and development.

B. Employee competencies in terms of communication and coordination in the external ecosystem.
   B.1. It can maintain effective communication with experts to identify promising areas of development.

C. Technological and special professional and sectoral competencies of employees in the field of intelligent power grids.
   C.1. It can determine long-term directions for development (electric power technologies).
   C.2. Understands the directions of the development of the professional field can determine new tasks in his field and evaluate the means of solving them.
   C.3. It can solve new problems in the professional (technological) field.
   C.4. It can solve complex problems in the professional (technological) field.
   C.5. It can provide standardization of new technologies and solutions.
   C.6. It can solve standard tasks in the professional (technological) field.
   C.7. It can learn ways to solve standard problems in the professional field.

D. Cognitive competencies of an employee.
   D.1. It can evaluate the achieved level of knowledge, formulate the need for new knowledge in the field of information security, evaluate the methods of their receipt and the results obtained.
D.2. It can determine and develop ways to obtain new knowledge in the field of information security, evaluate the results.

D.3. It can create new knowledge on the subject of activity (including technical and regulatory knowledge).

D.4. Able to independently master new knowledge (including technical and regulatory knowledge).

E. Employee competencies.


E.3. Assessing the prospects of new business opportunities (evaluating business opportunities).


E.5. Decision making, responsibility for the consequences of decisions (decision-making).


E.7. The ability to think in a new way (innovative thinking).

E.8. Effectiveness of communication with different partners (communication).

F. Vision of the future, long-term forecasting, and determination of long-term strategic goals by an employee.

F.1. It can determine the direction of development of the sphere of consumption of company products and services, as well as infrastructures for 15–20 years and set long-term goals.

F.2. It can determine the direction of technology development in the field of the company for 15-20 years and set long-term goals.

This map shows what competencies are necessary for the implementation of the processes of an electric power innovation company. At the same time, the distribution of managerial, technological and entrepreneurial competencies is uneven. However, most processes require complex organizational and entrepreneurial competencies in conjunction with a high level of technological and cognitive competencies. This map also shows the place and importance of the company's technological competencies to ensure information security. Therefore, shareholders must approve that part of the money that the company earned from innovations will be spent on the introduction of new information security services.

The processes of changing the composition of the required competencies and qualification structure for managing and ensuring innovative activities in the context of digitalization and information security acquire a special role at the stage of transformation of electric companies.

Conclusion

The considered approach to the formation of competencies allows you to:

- ensure the completeness and comprehensiveness of the composition of competencies, since this composition of competencies, will be associated with the regulation
of information processes and business processes of the company and fully comply with its description;

represent competencies in educational programs in the form of a tree with a hierarchical multi-level structure and in the chronological sequence of their implementation, according to the chronology of the implementation of relevant processes to ensure information security;

to supplement, based on the study of new business processes of successful enterprises, a set of competencies of graduates taking into account the focus of the educational program on new specific areas of knowledge and activities.
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